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bstract

Despite several decades of intense study, protein folding problem remains elusive. In this paper, we review current knowledge and the prevailing
hinking in the field, and summarize our work on the in vitro folding of a typical small globular protein, staphylococcal nuclease (SNase). Various
hermodynamic and kinetic methods have been employed to determine the energetic and construct the energy landscape of folding. Data presented
nclude, but not limit to, the identification of intermediate states, time courses of their spread and convergence on the landscape, and finally the
ften ignored step, the refinement of the overall conformation and hence the activation of the enzyme. Our goal is to have a complete perspective
f the folding process starting from its initial unfolded state to the fully active native state. Analysis leads to these findings: the folding starts with
he condensation of the hydrophobic side chains in different locales of the peptide chain. The newly forged hydrophobic environment facilitates
ormation of helix- and sheet-like frameworks at different domains. Consolidation and inter-docking of these frameworks or domains then stabilizes

he overall conformation and refines the structure to activate the enzyme. Based on these observations we favor folding-by-parts and propose a

odular assembly model for the in vitro folding of SNase.
2008 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Proteins are biopolymers displaying soft characteristics; their
onformations fluctuate in solution and spread in a wide range
f conformational space. From chemical point of view, a protein
s a linear, heterogeneous polymer assembled from 20 different
mino acid residues linked by covalent peptide bonds into the
olypeptide chain that adopts unique native three-dimensional
tructures allowing it to carry out its intricate biological func-
ions.
Proteins in cell are synthesized in ribosomes from the genetic
nformation encoded in the cellular DNA. Protein folding in
ivo is in some cases co-translational. It is initiated before
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he completion of protein synthesis while the nascent chain
s still attached to the ribosome. Other proteins undergo the

ajor part of their folding in the cytoplasm after their release
rom the ribosome. Others fold in specific compartments, such
s mitochondria or the endoplasmic reticulum after transloca-
ion through membranes. Details of the folding process depend
n the particular environment in which folding takes place.
he fundamental principles of folding are presumably univer-
al.

According to the thermodynamic hypothesis of Anfinsen
1972), protein folding is a process driven by the free energy
f stabilization when a peptide chain in a random configuration
olds into a compact three-dimensional structure. In other words,
he structure of a protein is thermodynamically determined
Anifnsen, 1973; Tanford, 1968; Jaenicke, 1980). A typical

rotein of molecular weight 20 kDa (Dalton) consists of over
housand of atoms, and the intra-molecular interaction energy
or the hydrogen bonding, electrostatic interaction, hydrophobic
ffects, van der Waals’ interaction, etc. may amount to hundreds
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the aqueous solvent while at the same time minimizing contact
between hydrophobic side-chains and water. From this aspect,
T.-Y. Tsong et al. / Bio

f kBT for each category. Proteins are in their native states in
queous solvent near neutral pH at 20–40 ◦C, which is the typ-
cal cellular environment, and they denature or unfold and lose
heir functionality by exposure to certain chemical agents or
o high or low temperatures. To fulfill specific functions, pro-
eins must have a well-defined three-dimensional structure. The
tability must typically exceed the energy of thermal motion,
T ≈ 2.5 kJ mol−1with the gas constant R and the absolute

emperature T. This level of stability can be achieved only by
ntegration of a large number of elements into a domain, which
s defined as the single cooperative structural unit. This require-

ent determines the lower size of a folding domain to about
kDa, and the upper limit to about 30 kDa (Privalov, 1979,
982). Consequently, protein molecules may have one or more
unctional domains.

In this paper, we review current knowledge and the prevail-
ng thinking in the field, and summarize our work on the in
itro folding of a typical small globular protein, staphylococcal
uclease (SNase). Various thermodynamic and kinetic methods
ave been employed to determine the energetic and construct
he energy landscape of folding.

This paper is organized as follow. In next section, we shortly
eview dominant forces in protein folding, the hydrophobic
nteraction and conformation entropy. The measurement of the
onformational energy is presented in Section 3. The effect of
ocal hydrophobicity is discussed in Section 4, and the hydropho-
ic condensation and modular assembly model is presented with
he discussions of other contested protein folding model in Sec-
ion 5. We consider a case study of SNase in Section 6, in which
series experimental studies and theoretical investigations are

ummarized, and from which a folding model of the protein is
roposed. Finally, we conclude briefly in Section 7.

. Dominant Forces in Protein Folding

.1. Hydrophobic Interaction

The protein folding problem is to understand and predict
he compact native structures from knowledge of amino acid
equence. One step to tackle this problem has been the unrav-
lling of the various forces involved in the folding. Go and
aketomi (1978a) showed, by simulations on lattice model,

hat lattice protein molecule is stabilized by specific long-range
non-local) and short-range (local) interactions. The former is
ssential for highly cooperative stabilization of the native confor-
ation and latter accelerate the folding and unfolding transition.
ocal interactions, such as hydrogen bonding, have been consid-
red as essential forces in folding. It is the major component for
he formation of the secondary structures. However, the informa-
ion needed to specify the conformation of an n-atom segment is
roportional to n × (xi, yi, zi), where xi, yi, zi are coordinates
f the ith atom (i ∈ n). Secondary-structure propensities can-
ot encode this much information. This implies that non-local

nteractions must be involved. Kauzmann (1959) argues that a
trong force for folding proteins is the tendency of non-polar
mino acids to associate in water, instead of hydrogen bond-
ng. Today, a common view is that there is no single dominant

o

n

ig. 1. HP (si) and local hydrophobicity (LHP, σi) as a function of residues for
Nase (1EY0) estimated by the Kyte–Doolittle scale (Kyte and Doolittle, 1982).
dapted from Ref. Wu et al. (preprint). See Fig. 3 for the definition of LHP.

orce in folding (Dill, 1990). However, it is generally accepted
hat the principle forces of protein folding are hydrophobicity
HP) and conformational entropy (Chan and Dill, 1990). HP is
n important driving force in the process of polymer folding
nd protein stabilization (Dill, 1990; Privalov and Gill, 1988;
outhhall et al., 2002). It has been used to investigate protein
tability (Kanehisa and Tsong, 1980; Kiefhaber and Baldwin,
995), and the HP plot (Kyte and Doolittle, 1982) with a fixed
indow size is useful for the identification of protein surface-

xposed regions. It can also be used to predict chain turns in
lobular proteins (Rose, 1978).

HP is defined as the free energy of transfer from water to a
on-polar liquid (Kyte and Doolittle, 1982; Creighton, 1993).
he ratio of the saturated concentrations [X] of the molecule in

he non-polar liquid and in the water at equilibrium gives the
artition coefficient K (Creighton, 1993):

= [X]water

[X]non-polar liquid
. (1)

he free energy transferred from the water to the non-polar liq-
id is given by �G = −RT ln K, which is a measure of HP of
molecule.1 The more hydrophobic molecules have the more

ositive HPs. Fig. 1 shows HP and local hydrophobicity (LHP)
o be defined below as a function of residues for SNase estimated
y the Kyte–Doolittle scale (Kyte and Doolittle, 1982).

In the simplified H–P model, in which amino acids are clas-
ified as hydrophobic monomers (denoted by H) and polar or
harged monomers (denoted by P), the folding code is binary
nd delocalized throughout the amino acid sequence. This sim-
le model can account for the properties that characterize protein
olding: two-state cooperativity, secondary and tertiary struc-
ures, and multistage folding kinetics (Dill et al., 1995). Sun et
l. (1995) showed, by inverse folding algorithms with the aim
f designing amino acid sequences which fold to desired tar-
et structures, that a designed sequence can fold to have good
ydrophobic cores and generate unique folders in the lattice
odel tests. Under the influence of hydrophobic interaction, the

esulting compromise allows hydrophilic side-chains access to
ne can consider that water triggers the folding process.

1 Hydrophobicity by definition has a unit of kcal/mol. For simplicity, we
eglect the unit throughout the paper.
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It is remarkable to note that HP characterized by the free
nergy alone masks the underlying physics, but it fails to pro-
ide predictive power for more complex situations, such as size,
hape, and multiple-body effects (Silberstein et al., 1998). HP is
een as “nonspecific”, and hydrogen bonding and helical propen-
ities are seen as the “specific” components of the folding code
hat directs a protein to fold to its unique native structure. A
ossible process to combine two components in a folding model
s the hydrophobic collapse to be discussed below.

.2. Conformational Entropy

While protein stability is sensitive to the details of the
nter-atomic interactions, folding mechanisms appear to depend

ore on the low resolution geometrical properties of the native
tate (Baker, 2000). Recent investigations indicate that protein-
olding rates and mechanisms are largely determined by a
rotein’s topology represented by contact order, rather than by
ts inter-atomic interactions (Baker, 2000; Alm and Baker, 1999;
ersht, 1999). Thus the structures of folding transition states are
imilar in proteins with similar native structures.

In folding process, a protein must cross over a higher-free-
nergy barrier of a transition state. In the unfolded state the
rotein can take up any one of many conformations, whereas
n the native state it has only one or a few distinct conforma-
ions. The flexibility of residue side chains is reduced upon
elix formation, because the bulky helix backbone is sterically
ncompatible with some side-chain conformers. Such restric-
ion is energetically disfavored and is expressed as a loss in
onformational entropy (Baldwin and Rose, 1999). Therefore,
nfolding a structure should result in an increase of entropy.

Understanding of the enthalpic and entropic driving forces of
his process requires measurement of the difference between a
rotein’s native state and a fully unfolded, solvent-exposed refer-
nce state. Understanding the mechanism or pathway of folding,
owever, requires knowledge of transient kinetic intermediates,
hich in some cases may be the same as intermediate states
resent at equilibrium. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
an be used directly to measure the thermodynamic characteris-
ics of such equilibrium intermediate states (Carra and Privalov,
996).

. Conformational Energy of a Protein

Conformational transition of a protein can be characterized
y its free energy change and varying degree of cooperativity.
he upper limit of cooperativity corresponds to the purely two-
tate process A � B, where the cooperative unit coincides with
he entire protein (Lumry et al., 1966).

A very useful criterion for the two-state behavior is afforded
y calorimetric measurements. Tsong et al. (1970) proposed that
he value for the enthalpy change per mole evaluated by the van’t
off equation, �HvH, under a given set of conditions is equal
o the calorimetric value, �Hcal, observed under the same con-
itions if the transition is of the two-state type; otherwise the
nequality �HvH < �Hcal holds. For a transition with signifi-
antly populated and equally spaced intermediate states between

b
o
c
T

ig. 2. Typical calorimetric measurement of thermal unfolding of a protein.

he initial and the final states, the general relation reads as (Tsong
t al., 1970)

HvH = n + 1

3
�Hcal, (2)

here n is the number of intermediate states. Here, the equilib-
ium data required for the estimation of �HvH are best obtained
rom the calorimetric observations themselves (Tsong et al.,
970).

The enthalpy �Hcal is calculated from heat capacity Cp,
hich is the energy required to raise the temperature at con-

tant pressure. Fig. 2 shows a typical Cp curve of a protein in
olution. The contribution of the protein, its partial Cp, is deter-
ined by subtracting the corresponding measurements of the

queous solvent. The partial Cp of the folded protein initially
hanges slightly as the temperature is increased. Unfolding is
pparent as a peak in the heat capacity curve, indicating a large
bsorption of heat. When unfolding is complete, at higher tem-
eratures, the partial Cp of the protein levels off and is greater
han its original value. According to the definition, the partial
eat capacity Cp is a measure of the temperature dependence of
oth the enthalpy and the entropy of the protein in solution, that
s,

p = ∂H

∂T
= T∂S

∂T
. (3)

he partial heat capacities of the pre- and post-transition regions
re those of the folded and unfolded states in water, respectively,
nd give the temperature dependence of their enthalpies and
ntropies. The area under the transition peak gives the enthalpy
hange upon unfolding.

However, the heat capacity increment �Cp, defined as the
ifference of Cp before and after transition temperature, cannot
e explained solely by an increase of conformational freedom
f a polypeptide chain upon unfolding. Calculation shows that
uch a conformational heat capacity effect of unfolding should

e much lower than that observed (Sturtevant, 1977). Transfer
f non-polar solutes into water is known to give rise to a signifi-
ant increase in the heat capacity (Edsall, 1935; Gill et al., 1976).
he exposure of internal groups which are essentially non-polar
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Fig. 3. Schematic drawing for the definition of LHP in this work. One

olecules to water in protein unfolding is thus attributed to the
ncrease of the heat capacity. On the other hand, transfer of
on-polar molecules into water is associated with a significant
ecrease of entropy. Hydration effects can then be considered as
eing responsible for the low solubility of non-polar compounds
n water, for their HP (Privalov, 1997).

. Local Hydrophobicity Stabilizes Secondary
tructures in Proteins

Kanehisa and Tsong (1980) have defined LHP as the sum of
Ps contributed from two nearest neighboring residues on both

ides of the linear chain. They have shown that there is correla-
ion between amino acid sequence and segments of secondary
tructures based on the statistics of 47 globular proteins. The
robability of occurrence of helix and �-sheet residues increases
s a function of LHP. Thus, LHP stabilizes secondary structures
n proteins. This definition of LHP, however, does not consider
he HPs from other residues closed to the ith residue in its tertiary
tructure.

We have revised the definition of LHP to include three-
imensional structure information of protein molecules, as
hown in Fig. 3 (Wu et al., preprint). The LHP σi around
he ith residue is defined as the sum of HP values of
esidues surrounding the residue within a specified distance r,
.e.,

i(r) =
∑
〈i,j〉

sj e−rij/r, (4)

here 〈i, j〉 indicates that the distance rij between pair residues
and j is less than r which defines the effective region of LHP.
he revised LHP is calculated from protein structure files in

he Protein Data Bank (PDB). A typical LHP curve is shown in
ig. 1, in which the Kyte–Doolittle scale (Kyte and Doolittle,
982) has been used. Following the work of Kanehisa and Tsong
1980) and the hydrophobic scale (Trp, 3.4; Phe, 2.5; Tyr, 2.3;

eu, 1.8; Ile, 1.8; Met, 1.3; Cys, 1.0; His, 0.5; Ala, 0.5; Thr,
.4; and 0 for the rest of amino acids) used by them, the prob-
bility density of occurrence of helix and �-sheet residues as
unctions of LHP can be estimated by an ensemble statistics of

F
t
e
S

re represents one amino acid residue. After Ref. Wu et al. (preprint).

DB protein structures. Fig. 4 shows that the statistics based on
55 PDB entries selected by the protein sequence culling server
Wang and Dunbrack, 2003). The probability of occurrence of
0 amino acids in proteins is inhomogeneous, while statistics of
HP of a residue in helix and sheet is the normal distribution.
ly, Ala and Glu have high probabilities in helices, Val and Ile
ave higher probabilities in sheets, whereas Leu has a high prob-
bility in both structures. From the HP point of view, residues
ith higher HP, such as Leu, Val, and Ile, in higher LHP environ-
ent are more likely in sheet. On the other hand, the non-polar

esidue, Ala, in negative LHP is likely in helices. By dividing
HP into 6 class (I: 0–4, II: 4–8, III: 8–12, IV: 12–16, V: 16–20,
nd VI: > 20) and perform the statistics on the occurrence of 20
mino acid residues with LHP values in these class, we plot the
elative probability as function of LHP in Fig. 4(c). The curves
how that amino acid residues in helices and sheets are likely
o have higher LHP, consistent with the results of Kanehisa and
song (1980).

Simple statistics reveals the correlation between LHP and
P of amino acid residues in specific secondary structures. This

mplies that LHP is an important factor for the stabilization of the
econdary structures in proteins. Nevertheless, it is also appar-
nt that such statistics on a global scale alone is insufficient to
redict secondary structures from the amino acid sequence. In
ontrast to this global property, it is possible to establish correla-
ion between LHP and HP and secondary structures for a specific
rotein. By considering an amino acid sequence as a time series,
u et al. (preprint) compared the decomposition of HP and LHP

n different scales with locations of specified secondary struc-
ures, and found that folding information of HP is imprinted
n amino acid sequences and propagated through LHP in fold-
ng processes. This finding suggests that if a polypeptide chain
olds to a compact dimension in an early stage, local environ-
ents shall lead to the formation of local structures. Subsequent

olding processes do not significantly alter the environments.
his picture is consistent with the hydrophobic collapse model.

urthermore, LHP has been used to predict secondary struc-

ures contents in mutants from wild-type (WT) proteins (Wu
t al., preprint). We will discuss this in our later case study of
Nase.
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ig. 4. The probability density of occurrence of (a) helix and (b) �-sheet residu
elix and sheet residue probabilities.

. Hydrophobic Condensation and Modular Assembly
n Protein Folding

Fig. 5 shows schematic representation of some contested pro-
ein folding models, the framework model (Kim and Baldwin,
982), the hydrophobic collapse model (Kanehisa and Tsong,
978), and the hybrid model (Ptitsyn, 1987).

In the framework model, folding is driven by local interac-
ions (Kim and Baldwin, 1982), and implies that isolated helices
orm early in the protein folding pathway and then assemble into
he native tertiary structure (Dill et al., 1995).

The hydrophobic collapse model also known as the clus-
er model (Kanehisa and Tsong, 1978) postulates that folding
s driven by the collapse of the local hydrophobic side chains
hich concurrently facilitate the formation of folding units or

tructural domains. The subsequent folding process is the mod-
lar assembly of these structural domains. The cluster model
s energetically consistent with the two-state model (Kanehisa
nd Tsong, 1978). However, the folding kinetics is hierarchic
Baldwin and Rose, 1999). Hierarchic folding is defined as a
rocess in which folding begins with structures that are local
n sequence and marginal in stability; these local structures
nteract to produce intermediates of ever-increasing complex-
ty and grow, ultimately into the native conformation (Baldwin

nd Rose, 1999). Multiple folding routes may co-exist in hierar-
hic folding process, and the stabilities of the intermediates and
heir combinatorial associations will determine the dominant
athways (Baldwin and Rose, 1999; Rose, 1979).

a
i
w
a

functions of LHP defined by Eq. (4). (c) The average of 20 amino acids for the

In the hybrid model, partially folded intermediates are formed
n the early folding stage. It is in compact globular shape with a
igh degree of secondary structure and few specific tertiary inter-
ctions (for review, see Refs. (Kuwajima, 1989; Dobson, 1992;
titsyn, 1992)). The main difference between the hydrophobic
ollapse model and the hybrid model is that in the former sec-
ndary structures form after the hydrophobic collapse, while in
he latter both hydrophobic clusters and secondary structures
orm simultaneously. These folding intermediates are reminis-
ent of the molten globules postulated by many authors.

Our work puts special emphasis on the hydrophobic collapse
odel. Historically, Go (Go, 1975; Go and Taketomi, 1978b,c)

as first approximated the protein structure as one globular part
ith one or more random coil parts and discussed the overall

eature of the protein denaturation. Kanehisa and Tsong have
xtended the concept to construct the cluster model (Kanehisa
nd Tsong, 1978, 1979); local structures or clusters are formed
t an early stage in different regions of the polypeptide chain.
he model implies that non-local interactions driving collapse
rocesses in heteropolymers can give rise to protein structure,
tability, and folding kinetics. It also implies that hydrophobic
ollapse facilitates secondary structure formation, rather than
he reverse. Proteins are special among polymers not primar-
ly because of the 20 types of their monomers, but because the

mino acids in proteins are linked in specific sequences. Fold-
ng code resides mainly in global patterns of contact interactions,
hich are non-local, and arise from the arrangements of polar

nd non-polar monomers in the sequence (Dill et al., 1995).
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ig. 5. Schematic representation of folding models: (a) the framework model
adapted from Ref. Kanehisa and Tsong (1978)); (c) the hybrid model (Ptitsyn,
f secondary structures should precede formation of hydrophobic clusters. In m
ther.

ose and Roy (1980) showed that linear chain regions rich in
ydrophobic residues serve as small clusters that fold against
ach other, with concomitant or even later fixation of secondary
tructure. A helix or strand would arise in this process as one
f a few energetically favorable alternatives for a give clus-
er, followed by a shift in the equilibrium between secondary
tructure conformers upon cluster association (Rose and Roy,
980).

. A Case Study: Staphylococcal Nuclease Folding

In this section, we present a case study of SNase. We will
eview a series of our equilibrium and kinetic studies of SNase
nd its mutants in the past decade and from which infer the
olding model of the protein.

.1. Stepwise Folding of SNase

SNase can be denatured by acid and denaturants, such as
uanidine HCl (GdmCl) (Chen et al., 1991, 1992a, b; Su et
l., 1996), or by elevating temperature beyond 65 ◦C (Su et al.,
996). Acid denatured protein retains some sheet-like circular
ichroism (CD) spectrum. The complete loss of secondary struc-
ure is afforded by exposing the protein to 1.5 M or higher, of
dmCl (Su et al., 1996). Analysis of the equilibrium unfolding

ndicates that �HvH = �Hcal, suggesting that SNase is a two-
tate folder and has an unit cooperativity. No presence of any
olding intermediates is detectable. However, when kinetics of
olding from these denatured and unfolded states is monitored,
omplex time courses are detected. The complex time courses
eans the existence of folding intermediates. These seemingly
ontradictory observations require energetic analysis of the step-
ise folding reactions. We used folding from GdmCl unfolded
rotein as an example to describe the complete folding/unfolding
eactions.

i
s
n
s

ted from Ref. Kim and Baldwin (1982)); (b) the hydrophobic collapse model
). Experimental test of these models is straightforward. In model (a) formation
(b) the reverse is true. And in model (c) the two processes should parallel each

.2. Nucleation Events

Fig. 6 gives kinetic records of GdmCl induced fold-
ng/unfolding of SNase. Fig. 6(a) illustrates the complete signal
hange, measured with the CD changes at 230 nm. The
topped-flow instrument employed has a mixing time of 0.2 ms.
eactions faster than 0.2 ms cannot be resolved by this equip-
ent. Nevertheless, the missing signal can easily be estimated

y looking at the total signal changes. Fig. 6(b) indicates that
0–15% of the protein secondary structures is lost within 0.2 ms.
onversely, Fig. 6(c) indicates 10–15% gain of the secondary

tructure in the unfolding in the first 0.2 ms. Since the helical
ontent of SNase is only 25%, the reactions faster than 0.2 ms
ccount for only 2–3% of the entire peptide, or the equivalent
f a few amino acid residues in SNase. This fast initial phase
as interpreted as the nucleation events in the folding and the
ackbone adjustment in the unfolding.

.3. Hydrophobic Condensation and the Subsequent
rowth of Secondary Structures

Rapid formation of hydrophobic cluster is monitored by
he appearance of anilinyl-naphthalene-sulfonate (ANS) binding
ites. ANS is a fluorescence probe for the polarity of its binding
ites. When binding site is non-polar the fluorescence intensity
f bound ANS increases by 50 folds, as compared to its binding
o a polar binding site. Fig. 7 shows that with this probe we have
ound that during SNase folding, ANS binding sites accumulate
ithin 20 ms in different locales of the peptide chain. Surpris-

ngly, the bound ANS is subsequently sequestered from these
inding sites in a complex reaction in 1–5 s. This latter reaction

s also accompanied by a parallel accumulation of the protein
econdary structures (Fig. 6(b)). During this kinetic phase the
ewly forged secondary structures consolidate and the internal
tructures of protein start to refine and larger structure domains
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Fig. 6. Kinetic records of GdmCl-induced folding/unfolding transition. (a) Equilibrium unfolding curve measured directly inside the observation chamber of the
stopped-flow instrument. The midpoint of transition, Cm, was 0.75 M. (b) Time course of the unfolding of SNase at 2.0 M GdmCl. Curve 1 is the equilibrium position
of the unfolded state, curve 2 the time-resolved signals, and curve 3 the equilibrium position of the initial state, N0. Curve 2 was fit into a single exponential decay
process, with a relaxation time of 1.77 s. The line drawn through a kinetic record is the non-linear least-squares fit of the experimental curve. Lower panel shows
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tart to emerge. These domains enriched in secondary structure
orm the frameworks or the modules for further assembly.

.4. Kinetic Intermediates Versus Thermodynamic
ntermediates

As mentioned above, the complex kinetics of folding of
Nase points to the presence of several folding intermediates.
or the time-resolved kinetics shown in Fig. 6, two folding inter-
ediates can be inferred. As shown, the time course of folding

s composed of three kinetic phases, whereas the time course of
nfolding is monophasic. After a rigorous analysis of the time
ourses and amplitudes of kinetic phases, by both the single-
ump and the double jump experiments, we proposed a kinetic

cheme consistent with all the experimental data (Chen et al.,
991; Su et al., 1996):

3 � U2 � U1 � N0. (5)

s
a
c
a

nts in the range 20 ms to 5 s were fit into a two-relaxation event (429 ms and
solved. [θ], Mean residue ellipticity at 222 nm, expressed in deg cm2 dmol−1.

ccording to this scheme the folding is triphasic if the U3 to
2 reaction is slower than the U2 to U1 reaction and this latter

eaction is slower than the U1 to N0 reaction. The unfolding
n the other hand, is monophasic. It detects only the N0 to U1
eaction. The slower conversions among Ui’s are not visible
y the optical signal as their CD or fluorescence properties are
imilar. The kinetic scheme is also equivalent to the Ui � N0
eaction. Note that the stabilities of all three Ui’s are similar and
ndistinguishable by thermodynamic analysis.

.5. Compact Dimension of Denature States of SNase

Denatured states describe a major change of a protein from
ts original native structure. GdmCl-unfolded state is a specific

ubset of denatured states whose conformations are highly open
nd solvent-exposed and with little or no residual structures. In
ontrast the acid-denatured states of globular proteins are usu-
lly compact and exhibit secondary structure like CD spectrum.
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Fig. 7. The typical kinetic traces or time courses of ANS-binding during SNase
folding with GdmCl concentration jump at 25 ◦C. (a) two separate experiments
are shown. (b) Rate of ANS-binding as a function of time after protein folding
was initiated. Note that when [ANS] is kept constant the rate of ANS bind-
ing is proportional to the concentration of ANS binding sites. Both experiments
indicate rapid accumulation of ANS binding sites in 20 ms followed by a seques-
tering of bound ANS and disappearance of the binding sites in 2–5 s. The latter
reaction parallels the appearance of the secondary structures shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 8. Folding kinetics of SNase. N0 is the native state, Di’s are pH denatured state
between K45C and W140, determined by the technique of fluorescence energy transf
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lanagan et al. (1992) studied the truncated SNase and found
t to be compact but disordered, which suggested that exten-
ive solvent exclusion generates a compact polypeptide chain
rior to the development of persistent secondary structural fea-
ures. We used the technique of fluorescence energy transfer to
tudy the folding kinetics of SNase and determine the dimen-
ion of the denatured states of SNase by measuring the distance
etween K45C (energy acceptor) and W140 (donor) (Chow et
l., 2008). We have found that the denatured states of SNase are
uite compact. Fig. 8 shows the folding/unfolding kinetics of
Nase by acid (upper series) and by GdmCl (lower series). The
enatured substates have similar enthalpy and tryptophan fluo-
escence, and their equilibrium cannot be shifted by temperature
hanges. However, they are kinetically distinctive. The range of
istance changes between two probes is between 25.6 and 25.4 Å
hile it is 20.4 Å for the native state. These distances are within

he sphere shown in Fig. 9, indicating that the denatured states of
Nase are highly compact regardless of which denatured states
pH-induced or GdmCl-induced) are induced. For the native
tate of K45, the end-to-end distance between K45 and W140 is
1.46 Å and the mean radius of gyration 〈RG〉 = 8.81 Å, which
s smaller than a random coil conformation (〈RG〉 = 34 Å) or a
phere-like structure (〈R〉 = 11 Å). For the denatured states of
45C, the largest end-to-end distance between K45C and W140

s r = 25.6 Å and 〈RG〉 = 10.51 Å, which is still much smaller
han a random coil conformation (〈RG〉 = 34 Å) and is similar
o a sphere-like structure (〈R〉 = 11 Å). These results suggest
hat the dimension of Di and Ui are compact resembling the
imensions of the native state (Chow et al., 2008).

The compact dimension of SNase implies that hydrophobic
ollapse of the molecule takes place in the early stage of folding.
his conjecture was verified by considering the effects of LHP

n the formation of secondary structures (Wu et al., preprint).
e have established the correlation coefficient between LHP
nd secondary structure at each residue from the WT protein
tructure to estimate the percentage contents of secondary struc-
ures from changes of LHPs in mutants (Wu et al., preprint).

e have tested WT SNase and a number of mutants with

s, and Ui’s are GdmCl denatured states. The dashed line indicates the distance
er. After Ref. Chow et al. (2008).
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ig. 9. Some dimensions of the crystal structure of SNase. The distances are in
nit of Å.

ne-point mutation, W140A (Tryptophan at 140 is replaced by
lanine) and E75G, and two-point mutations, F61W/W140A

nd Y93W/W140A, and the estimations are qualitatively and
uantitatively (within 8% deviation) consistent with those from
D measurements (Wu et al., preprint). The successful esti-
ation from changes of LHP in the mutants provides further

vidence that effects of LHP enter into the folding process in
arly stage of folding and plays an essential role in the formation
f secondary structures throughout the whole folding process.

.6. The Docking of Frameworks and Enzyme Activation

SNase is generally described as a single domain globular pro-
ein. However, a careful analysis of the packing density reveals
hat the overall structure of SNase is consisted of two indepen-
ently folded domains, an N-terminal �-core and a C-terminal
omain (Anfinsen, 1972; Griko et al., 1994). Molecular dynamic
imulation (Lamy and Smith, 1996) and an NMR study (Shortle
nd Abeygunawardana, 1993) showed that �137–149 retains
he N-terminal �-core, but it is largely disordered and fluctuates
apidly between folded and unfolded structure. The formation
f the C-terminal cluster also stabilizes the N-terminal domain,
hile the combination of two domains is an assembly process.
he three intermediate states in Eq. (5) in the folding of SNase
an be considered as states consisting of the N-terminal cluster
nd C-terminal cluster forming in the collapsed space.

After folding for 2–5 s, the N-terminal and the C-terminal
omains are largely formed. However, these domains lack con-
ormational energy. 95% of the conformational energy of the
Nase is acquired at a step where the two domains, or frame-
orks properly dock to each other in a 20 s reaction. The
ong-range interaction in the folding of SNase is generated by
he C-terminal cluster. It is critical for SNase to fold into its
ative conformation, while it is considered as a rate-limiting
tep in SNase folding. Hirano et al. (2005) showed that the infor-

W
(
m
n

ig. 10. Enzyme activation/inactivation with its nuclease activity in fold-
ng/unfolding transition. (a) Activity and circular dichroism monitoring of the
dmCl induced folding/unfolding of WT and P117A mutant. (b) Unfolding
inetic of active site. (c) Folding kinetics of active sites.

ation encoded in W140 of SNase is hierarchic and intricate.

140 plays a central role in formation of the C-terminal cluster

Hirano et al., 2005; Hu et al., preprint). The side-chain infor-
ation encoded by residue 140 is essential to maintain a stable

ative structure and this residue must be an aromatic side chain.
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ing from GdmCl indicates that sheet-like chain conformation in
Fig. 11. Folding of SNase by modular as

urthermore, the five-membered nitrogen-containing ring of the
ndole is thought to bear the essential information for tertiary
tructure (Hirano et al., 2005).

We further note that the SNase folding is completed once the
ull activity of the enzyme is acquired. Both (trans and cis) forms
f the enzyme exhibit full nuclease activity. Our data indicates
hat in GdmCl enzyme activity is lost at 0.4 M while at this con-
entration of GdmCl 95% of the secondary structures and the
nthalpy of folding remain unaffected. Data also suggests that
he cis–trans isomerization of Pro-117 plays little role in the
nzyme activation. Enzyme is fully activated either Pro-117 is
n the cis- or in the trans-isomeric form. The stability of enzyme
s approximately 8kBT . Almost the entire 8kBT of the conforma-
ional stability of the native state is acquired at the last step (30 s)
n folding. However, these kinetic steps have activation barriers
anging from 25kBT to 30kBT (Su et al., 1996). Experiments
how that the least activation path determines the pathway of
rotein folding (Su et al., 1996). Multiple pathways will result if
he activation barriers of different pathways have similar heights
Tsong and Chang, 2003). These results of enzyme activation are
ummarized in Fig. 10.

.7. The Modular Assembly Model

Based on above thermodynamic and kinetic studies we are
roposing a modular assembly model to account for the step-
ise folding pathways of SNase as shown in Fig. 11 (Tsong and
hang, 2003). The folding of SNase starts from presumably an
nsemble of conformations with no intramolecular interaction
nergy. These reactions, taking place between ns and �s, repre-
ents events of small activation processes. They give rise to less
han 10% of the CD signal. The events that follow are the for-
ation of the hydrophobic clusters, semi-independently, in the
-domain and the C-domain. These events take place in 10–50
s. The accumulation of helices and sheets inside the newly

ormed hydrophobic clusters is slow, in 50 ms to 5 s, presumably
ecause of the crowded environment. The interlocking of the N-

omain and C-domain then takes place in 30 s. The formation of
he two active forms (trans-P117 and cis-P117) requires further
tructural fine-tuning, and its takes place in 35 s. The trans to
is isomerization (Brandts et al., 1975) of proline 117 is a slow

t
e
s
(

ly. After Ref. Tsong and Chang (2003).

quilibrium reaction for SNase in solution (Kaneshia and Tsong,
979; Tsong and Su, 1999). Finally, the active form assumes the
onformation shown in the lower rightmost structure (cis-P117).

.8. Rugged Landscape of SNase Folding

The analysis based on the transition-state theory reveals
uch insight concerning the nature of the folding intermediates.
ig. 12(a) illustrates the three activation barriers that the peptide
hain must cross over during folding of GdmCl-unfolded SNase
t 25 ◦C and pH 7.0. Enthalpic and entropic contributions to the
ctivation energy are indicated. Here the activation energy, �G‡,
nd the activation entropy �S‡ are calculated according to (Su
t al., 1996)

obs =
(

kBT

h

)
exp

[
−�G‡

RT

]
, (6)

G‡ = �H‡ − T�S‡, (7)

here kobs is the observed folding rate, kB and h are respectively
he Boltzmann constant and the Planck constant (6.25 × 1012

−1). The first transition state for the U3 → U2 reaction involves
ainly the activation enthalpy, while the second and the third

nes encounter mainly the entropic barriers. The large nega-
ive activation entropies (≈ −40 e.u.) for the U2 → U1 and

1 → N0 reactions point to highly structured transition states
or these two reactions. Data for the renaturation of the acid-
enatured protein gives a similar result. Since not all of the vast
andscape of conformational energy is accessible to a peptide
hain (Fig. 12(b)), the peptide does not behave like an ideal
andom-flight, statistical polymer chain. Random search may
ccur within the confine of each substate; however, random
earch amongst “microscopic states” does not define a macro-
copic pathway for folding. Furthermore, comparison of the
ctivation processes in folding of SNase from acid and fold-
he Di’s did not reduce the activation barriers of folding. The
nergy landscape derived from this study resembles the land-
cape of the cluster converging kinetics of Kanehisa and Tsong
1979).
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Fig. 12. (a) Activation barriers for the three folding steps of SNase. Activation
energy is separated into two contributions, one enthalpic and the other entropic.
The scale for free energy is proportional to the numerical values given. (b)
Hypothetical energy landscape for kinetic activation during the folding of SNase
at 0.34 M GdmCl and 25 ◦C. Pseudo-colors with the convention of a landscape
map were adopted to indicate levels of activation energy. MI means a “metastable
intermediate”, or a kinetic trap. When a solvent condition permits reversible
folding, the peptide chain descends to the global free-energy minimum of the
native state via the path that requires the least activation. The x-axis denotes
the effective volume, or the hydrodynamic volume, and the y-axis denotes the
conformational stability of the peptide chain. Scales for the x- and the y-axes
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.9. Microscopic States Within Each Macroscopic State

While the experimental data discussed above support the

inetic scheme of Eq. (5), our rigorous analysis of other kinetic
xperiments (not discussed here) suggests the existence of
icroscopic states (Chen et al., 1992b). In other words, each of

he four states (N0, U1, U2 and U3) is composed of many micro-
o
2

ms 93 (2008) 78–89

copic states in rapid equilibrium. This observation is consistent
ith the softmatter characteristic of proteins.

. Conclusions and Perspective

As with the models for protein-folding mechanisms, most of
he successful methods attempt to ignore the complex details
f the inter-atomic interactions and instead focus on the coarse-
rained features of sequence–structure relations. Problems in
hich the full atomic detail of interactions in the native state

s important will almost certainly require considerably more
etailed models.

Recently, disordered proteins have attracted much attention.
ne reason is its importance for the understanding the proper-

ies of the misfolded proteins (Mittag and Forman-Kay, 2007).
t has been apparent that at the biochemistry level, the stringent
uality-control systems will come into play if the folding pro-
ess fails, ensuring that the misfolded products are targeted for
egradation before they may cause irrevocable harm. Those that
scape this cellular surveillance are prone to forming aggregate
hat can damage or kill cells through mechanisms that are just
eginning to be understood (Smith, 2003; Dobson, 2003; Sitia
nd Braakamn, 2003; Goldberg, 2003; Selkoe, 2003; Cohen and
elly, 2003; Bates, 2006). A huge variety of previously unrelated
iseases, such as prion diseases, diabetes and cancer, Hunt-
ngton’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease, and
myotrophic lateral sclerosis, share the pathological feature of
ggregated misfolded protein deposits. This suggests the excit-
ng possibility that these protein-misfolding diseases are linked
y common principles, and may therefore present common tar-
ets for therapeutic intervention (Smith, 2003). From the aspect
f hydrophobic collapse model, we believe that one important
actor of protein misfolding is due to multiple folding pathways
n the system where subtle changes in solvent conditions may
irect folding reaction to a metastable state or to an astray path-
ay that triggers a protein filament formation. Studying folding
athways in misfolded proteins with stepwise folding process in
ur model should be instructive. Our future study will compare
olding/unfolding reactions of SNase under quasi-equilibrium
onditions in solution with that of non-equilibrium, mechanical
tretching by atomic force microscopy (Carrion-Vazquez et al.,
999).

Computer simulation methods have been used widely
o explore structures, folding, and unfolding of proteins
Eisenmenger et al., 2001; Hayryan et al., 2001, 2005; Lin et
l., 2003; Nguyen et al., 2005; Kouza et al., 2005, 2006, 2008;
usa et al., 2005; Li et al., 2006; Eisenmenger et al., 2006; Li et
l., 2007; Ghulghazaryan et al., 2007). It is of interest to apply
uch methods to study some aspects of hydrophobic condensa-
ion and modular assembly model of protein folding presented
n the present paper.
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